Push His Buttons
P R O D U C T

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

SILICONE LUBRICANT
Silicone lube is great for oral sex because it’s tasteless and gets even more slippery
when wet. Just apply it before you go down to help produce more saliva for a super
wet BJ. If your jaw gets tired, no worries, use your hands for a super slippery handjob!
It’s fantastic for regular sex too. Silicone Lube is long-lasting and never sticky, so it won’t
ruin your post-sex cuddle.

SIZZLE LIPS
Sizzle Lips is a warm, delicious love liquid designed to spice anything up. Drizzle a little
in the right spot, then lick it off. Add heat every kiss by leaving behind a warm tingle
wherever your lips go. Give him the hottest blowjob ever, literally.

TENGA FLIP HOLE
Handjobs are not just for teenagers. They can be a sexy way to please your partner.
The Tenga Flip Hole has changed the way men pleasure themselves. Its tight yet soft
material is, dare I say it, better than the real thing. The panels on the side of the toy
allow you to control the tightness while creating reverse suction. That’s right; this toy
suck so you don’t have to. Use this toy as a sexy tool for teasing your man. You can bring
him to the edge of orgasm or go all the way!
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WE-VIBE VECTOR
The We-Vibe Vector can provide that something extra that you can’t get with oral sex
alone. Adding a prostate massage to a blowjob can lead to bigger orgasms both in size
and power. If you’re a guy that can’t get off from oral alone, the We-Vibe Vector can be
just the ticket to O-town!

WE-VIBE VERGE
The Verge is a unique vibrating c-ring. It fits around all of the external genitals, and
the main part of the vibrator sits between his legs. The Verge sends deep, rumbling
vibrations that travel through the body to stimulate the prostate indirectly and turns
his penis into your new favorite vibrator. That’s right; his penis will vibrate! The coolest
feature of the Verge is the app you can download to your phone, turning the Verge into
the first-ever men’s vibrating undies. Guys—put on the Verge before you go out for the
night and let your partner tease you for a change; it can be a lovely reminder that if you
are on your best behavior, you’ll earn a reward when you get home.
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